Parry Sound Golf & Country Club
Seniors' League

RED AND WHITE CANADOUBLES
(Front 9)
This event is to mark the birthday of the world's greatest country.
This is a “spouse-free” event. Players who sign up are assigned to either the White or Red
Pool, and then two-person teams consisting of one player from each pool are randomly
chosen. Teams compete over the nine holes playing scramble, except for the tee shot,
which has special rules as follows:
Each team will designate one member as the Red Player and the other as the White Player.
Important: The designation does not have to match the Pool from which the player was
selected. However, the designation must be indicated on the score card, and it cannot be
changed after play has commenced.
The Red Player will hit the tee shot from the red tees on the odd-numbered holes and the
White Player will hit the tee shot from the white tees on the even-numbered holes. See
the flag graphic above for a reminder—the background colour on which the hole number
appears is the colour of the tee to be used by the designated player. There is only one tee
shot on each hole for each team, but thereafter it's two-person scramble (i.e. both
players hit the second shot from the end point of the tee shot, choose the best result and
both play the third shot and so on until the ball is holed.)
There's some strategy involved in choosing which player will hit from which tees, so give it
some thought in advance. (For example, #9 might represent an eagle opportunity if you
get an accurate drive from your longer hitter on the red tees, but that also means the tee
shot on #6 would have to be played by your shorter-hitting team member.)
We won't be counting putts in this two-person format, but we will have four gender-neutral
proximity markers on four separate holes. Yes, that's right. Gender-neutral. Both men
and women competing for the same closest-to-the-pin. All the par-3's and #1, where it will
be the second shot that counts.

Wear your red/white and have fun, eh?

